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NEW: Leica PRS 5-30x56i riflescope
For optimum performance in long-range shooting

With the new Leica PRS 5-30x56i, Leica Sport Optics (Wetzlar, Germany) presents a top-class riflescope
for long-range sport shooting – in a perfect design. Its magnification range of 5x to 30x offers a wide array
of uses – from long-range target shooting to competitions over extreme distances and under the most
difficult conditions.
The shooter can concentrate fully on the target: High light transmission of over 90% masters even
challenging light conditions. The large adjustment range of the reticle in the first focal plane is ideal for
the longest distances. The Leica PRS 5-30x56i is equipped with a 6x zoom, which allows flexible use at
various ranges.
Tool-free zeroing of the turrets ensures fast and flexible
operation under extreme conditions. Thanks to the “zero stop”
function, shooters can quickly and and easily adjust the Leica
PRS 5-30x56i to their individual requirements, using the onboard tool. Its functional design is geared to the particular
needs of long-range shooters: Extremely rugged and
uncompromisingly made of high-quality aluminum, allowing intuitive and safe handling in any shot
situation.
The new Leica PRS 5-30x56i long-range riflescope is available as a ring variant with three reticles: a
classic L-4a reticle, a ballistic reticle with hold marks, and a special PRB reticle for precision rifle shooting.
The center tube diameter is 34mm, and all models have reticle illumination. The sun visor and the screwin throw lever are included in the scope of delivery.
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“The new PRS 5-30x56i is the choice for long range shooting. Pure design, user-friendly handling and
intuitive pleasure of the crystal-clear optics result in the essential rifle scope,” explains Ferdinand
Mogwitz, Product Manager Leica Hunting Optics.
The benefits at a glance
-

6x zoom (5-30x) for flexible use in long-range sport shooting and competitions

-

>100 MOA adjustment range of the reticle in the first focal plane

-

Tool-free zeroing of the turret scales, on-board tool for “zero stop”

-

Extremely rugged, high-quality workmanship for safe handling

-

Zero stop can be activated or deactivated, and set individually (tool in windage turret)

-

With multi-turn rapid reticle adjustment BDC (Bullet Drop Compensator)

-

Outstanding optics

Models and recommended retail prices (incl. VAT)
51100 - Leica PRS 5-30x56i (L-4a reticle)

€ 2,700,00

51200 – Leica PRS 5-30x56i (L-Ballistic reticle)

€ 2,700,00

51300 – Leica PRS 5-30x56i (L-PRB reticle)

€ 2,700,00

The new Leica PRS 5-30x56i riflescope will be available from January 2020 (recommended retail prices).
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